Patch Critical Vulnerability in Windows Servers using DNS Server Role

Summary
Microsoft published a Windows® Update for CVE-2020-1350 on July 14, 2020 to patch a Remote Code Execution (RCE) vulnerability on all Windows Server versions utilizing the DNS server role [1][2][3]. The RCE vulnerability targets the handling of DNS Signature (SIG) Resource Records (RRs). The vulnerability requires a carefully crafted SIG response with a large SIG signature block [4]. Internet-facing Windows Servers with DNS server roles will have significant vulnerability risk and should patch or apply the workaround mitigation as soon as possible.

Affected Windows Server operating systems:
- Windows Server version 2004
- Windows Server version 1909
- Windows Server version 1903
- Windows Server version 1803
- Windows Server 2019
- Windows Server 2016
- Windows Server 2012 R2
- Windows Server 2012
- Windows Server 2008 R2
- Windows Server 2008
- Windows Server 2003 R2 (no patch, server should be upgraded)
- Windows Server 2003 (no patch, server should be upgraded)

Mitigation Actions
Apply the CVE-2020-1350 patch immediately on Windows Servers with DNS Server roles. The patch is distributed as part of the Windows Update Monthly Rollup, which should be applied to all Windows Servers, even those not using the DNS Server role [5]. Environments with Windows DNS servers that cannot apply the patch immediately should apply the workaround mitigation instead as soon as possible until the patch can be installed, and then the workaround should be removed after the patch is applied.

Apply Update
Each Windows Server version with updates had unique Microsoft Knowledge Base articles published. Administrators should visit the Microsoft Security Response Center portal for CVE-2020-1350 to identify the appropriate Windows Update and apply it promptly. Applying this patch requires a server reboot [3].

Apply Workaround Mitigation
In the event that an update cannot be applied immediately, the following workaround will prevent the vulnerability from being exploited per Microsoft’s recommendation. The workaround configures Windows DNS servers to restrict the size of acceptable DNS message packets over TCP to 65,280 bytes (0xFF00). Applying the workaround requires a restart of the DNS service. Minimal side effects pertaining to typical DNS functionality may occur, as TCP-based DNS response packets larger than the below value (0xFF00) will be dropped until the workaround is removed. Apply the patch as soon as possible and remove the workaround once the patch is applied [2][3].

1 Microsoft Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Launch an elevated PowerShell prompt:

```powershell
Set-ItemProperty -Path HKLM:\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\DNS\Parameters -Name TcpReceivePacketSize -Type DWord -Value 0xFF00
```

Or

Launch an elevated Command prompt:

```cmd
reg.exe add HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\DNS\Parameters /v TcpReceivePacketSize /t REG_DWORD /d 0xFF00
```

Restart the DNS service or reboot the DNS server.

**Reduce Exposure**

In conjunction with applying the Windows Update or the workaround to mitigate this vulnerability, follow best practices to limit the exposure of DNS servers to exploitation. Ensure that internal DNS servers are not accessible from the Internet and ensure that Internet-facing DNS servers are not configured as open resolvers.
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